
velopment of ultra-high defi nition image tech-
nologies which will both exceed current HDTV 
(Hi-Vision) and serve as the base technology 
for the next generation of information and com-
munication technologies. We also conduct re-
search and development on the transmission 
technologies for these ultra-high defi nition im-
age technologies. In addition the NICT and 
Victor Co. of Japan (presently JVC KEN-
WOOD Holdings, Inc., hereinafter referred to 
as “JVC”) have carried out joint research and 
succeeded in developing the base technology 
for 4K ultra-high defi nition image for realizing 
resolutions of 8 million pixels (3,840 horizon-
tal by 2,048 vertical), 4 times that of HDTV. 

HD (Hi-Vision) images are horizontal 
1,920 by vertical 1,080 pixels. The HD images 
have a horizontal resolution of approximately 
2K (2,000) pixels and so are called 2K images. 
On the other hand, ultra-high defi nition images 
which have 4 times (4 screens worth) the pixels 
of HD images are 3,840 horizontal by 2,160 
vertical pixels. The ultra-high defi nition imag-
es have a horizontal resolution of approximate-
ly 4K (4,000) pixels, and are referred to as 
4K2K or 4K images.

1 Introduction

As we enter the 21st century ultra-high defi -
nition image technologies and 3D image tech-
nology research and development in the video 
fi eld has rapidly accelerated and begun to be 
put to practical use. The National Institute of 
Information and Communications Technology 
(Hereinafter referred to as “NICT”) is promot-
ing the research and development of ultra-high 
defi nition image technologies which will ex-
ceed current HDTV (High-Defi nition TeleVi-
sion, Hi-Vision ). These technologies serve as 
the base technology for the next generation of 
information and communication technologies. 
NICT also conducts research and development 
on the transmission technologies and advanced 
application and content technologies for these 
ultra-high defi nition image technologies. In 
this paper we will provide a summary of these 
ultra-high defi nition image and transmission 
technologies on which NICT has worked. 

2 Ultra-high defi nition image 
technologies

2.1 4K ultra-high defi nition image 
technologies

The NICT has worked on research and de-

6-2 4K3D Image and its Transmission Technologies

ARAKAWA Yoshiki

NICT has conducted research and development on ultra-high defi nition image and its trans-
mission technologies to realize the next-generation communications, and completed the founda-
tion for the 4K image and its transmission technologies with 4 times resolution of the HDTV (Hi-
Vision) in the pioneer of the world. Moreover, NICT has succeeded in developing 4K3D image 
and its transmission technologies.
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system realizes high image quality which sur-
passes previous standards. 

A variety of evaluation experiments related 
to images which exceed HD resolutions were 
carried out with this system. For example, as 
shown in Fig. 2, as a result of evaluation ex-
periments related to football, rugby and other 
sports images, it was proven that the numbers 
on the players’ backs could be clearly read and 
that the entire football pitch/rugby fi eld could 
be displayed on the screen at once. 

Following up on the results of these evalu-
ation experiments, in 2001 the fi rst 4K2K pro-
jector in the world was successfully developed 
with the equivalent resolution of 4 high defi ni-
tion screens at 8 million pixels (horizontal 
3,840 by vertical 2,048 pixels) as sown in Fig. 
3 [3] – [8]. This projector can display 4 screens 
worth of high defi nition image on a single 
screen. It is completely unaffected by the 
“seam” problem of the conventional multi-
screen display method and realizes high image 

2.2 4K ultra-high defi nition image 
display technology

To display ultra-high defi nition images 
which exceed current HDTV, the conventional 
method uses a sequence of multiple display de-
vices displaying in parallel. This method is 
called the multi-screen method or the tiled dis-
play method. This method makes it possible to 
increase easily resolution proportional to the 
number of display devices used, but has the 
problem that the “seams” between screens can-
not be completely removed for a truly seamless 
display. 

In order to overcome this problem, in 2000 
the NICT and JVC collaboratively developed 
the world’s fi rst prototype 4K1K projector 
(horizontal 3,840 by vertical 1,024 pixels), 
shown in Fig. 1, which has the resolution of 2 
high defi nition screens [1] [2]. This system is 
completely unaffected by the “seam” problem 
of the conventional multi-screen display meth-
od. It has a resolution of approximately 2 times 
that of current HDTV (horizontal 1,920 by ver-
tical 1,080 pixels) and can display an image 
twice as wide on a single screen. In addition the 

4K1K image of rugby match captured by 4K1K cameraFig.2

4K1K projectorFig.1 4K2K projectorFig.3
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camera and otherwise practically usable had 
not yet been realized at this point. 

A CCD (Charge Coupled Device) was ap-
plied previously to the imaging element in the 
ultra-high defi nition camera which  exceeded 
HD resolutions but it became a very large de-

quality which surpasses previous standards.
The JVC developed refl ective liquid crystal 

display element D-ILA which is an advanced 
extreme density display element. The D-ILA is 
used as the ultra-high defi nition image display 
element in this projector. D-ILA is an abbrevia-
tion of Direct Image Light Amplifi er and dif-
fers from standard TFT structure by placing the 
wiring and transistors below the imaging ele-
ment. This has realized high aperture ratio and 
extreme density pixel structure which was dif-
fi cult on previously existing transmissive liq-
uid crystal display elements. This is the ele-
ment which is capable of displaying the highest 
defi nition images in the display devices. By 
combining this refl ective liquid crystal display 
element D-ILA and liquid crystal perpendicu-
lar orientation technologies, we make them 
possible to display ultra-high defi nition, high 
brightness and high contrast images.

2.3 4K ultra-high defi nition video 
camera

A 4K1K camera prototype was fi rst pro-
duced as part of the research and development 
of a camera with a resolution which exceeds 
that of HD images. 2 HD cameras were ar-
ranged as in Fig. 4 to make a prototype camera 
system which could handle wide angles as in 
Fig. 5 and 6 [1] [2]. This camera system has twice 
the resolution of HD camera and can capture an 
angle twice as wide. A variety of evaluation ex-
periments related to images which exceed HD 
resolutions were carried out as explained in 
item 2.2 using a combination of this camera 
and a 4K1K projector. 

Following up on the results of these evalu-
ation experiments, in 2002 the NICT and JVC 
collaboratively completed the world’s fi rst 
practically useable ultra-high defi nition color 
video camera with a resolution 4 times that of 
HD at 8 million pixels (horizontal 3,840 by 
vertical 2,048 pixels) as shown in Fig. 7 [5]‒[9]. 
An 8 million pixel level video camera which 
surpassed HD had been announced previous to 
this, but it was overly large and stopped at the 
prototype stage, and was never made practical. 
A camera of approximately the size of a studio 4K1K camera (with cover removed)Fig.6

4K1K cameraFig.5

4K1K camera structureFig.4

HD camera HD cameraMirrorMirror
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low power consumption, the CMOS is particu-
larly suitable for use as ultra-high defi nition 
imagining elements. 

In this manner we made the best use of the 
CMOS characteristics which were the ease of 
miniaturization and low power consumption to 
newly develop the imaging elements in 4K 
cameras. This resolved the issues caused by us-
ing CCD in one stroke. This new CMOS device 
realized successfully practical use of image 
quality as well as miniaturization to the degree 
that the camera system is practically useful 
which was diffi cult with CCD. The CMOS im-
aging element has low power consumption 
compared to the CCD systems used in conven-
tional TV cameras and operates using approxi-
mately the same level of power as preexisting 
TV station studio cameras. In addition the im-
age quality of the developed CMOS camera is 
of a practical level which is not inferior com-
pared to the current mainstream CCDs. The 
camera size is also approximately the same size 
as previous broadcasting studio TV cameras 
and can also be used outdoors. 

vice. As a result, the camera size also became 
large and there was no practically useful. 
Smaller sized camera was required to be used 
both in studios and taken outdoors. A CCD can 
acquire a high S/N imaging signal through 
charge transfer. However, the manufacturing 
process for the devices is complicated, and they 
have high power consumption, so they are not 
suitable for imaging elements with a high num-
ber of pixels. For these reasons the cameras us-
ing CCDs were large camera systems, and it 
proved diffi cult to make them small enough to 
be of practical use. 

Therefore, in order to make a practical ul-
tra-high defi nition color video camera with 8 
million pixels, attention was shifted from the 
CCD that had been the mainstream in previous 
cameras to CMOS (Complementary Metal Ox-
ide Semiconductors). In digital still cameras, 
ultra-high resolution imaging element technol-
ogy is common. We developed a new imaging 
element based on CMOS technology for this 
new camera. CMOS can extract an imaging 
signal for every element, but S/N was poor. 
However process precision and imaging ele-
ment improvements have brought CMOS to a 
level where its performance is not inferior, 
even when compared to CCD. As CMOS re-
quires fewer manufacturing processes and has 

4K2K cameraFig.7
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MPEG codec systems developed so far, verifi -
cation communication experiments were car-
ried out [10]. On March 29, 2000 Kasumigaoka 
National Stadium (National Stadium) (Shinju-
ku Ward) and the Communications Research 
Laboratory (Currently the NICT, Koganei City) 
were connected using a research and develop-
ment gigabit network (JGN) at ATM 135Mbps 
and 4K1K image data (horizontal 3,840 by ver-
tical 1,024 pixels) were successfully transmit-
ted between these two points.

Parallel transmission of 3,840 by 1,024 
pixel 4K1K images was successful by splitting 
4K1K images into 2 HD images using 2 sets of 
low delay MPEG codec systems. Transmission 
was done at a rate of 90Mbps (HD-MPEG-2: 
45Mbps×2) in this communications experi-
ment. No special synchronization was used be-
tween the 2 sets of transmission equipment for 
this experiment. ATM is a transmission method 
which is resistant to variances in delay between 
transmission routes, so the delay between the 2 
HD images was not signifi cant. 

The JGN (Japan Gigabit Network) is a high 
speed, broadband network for research and de-
velopment operated and maintained by the 
Telecommunications Advancement Organiza-
tion of Japan (TAO, presently merged into the 
NICT). The network can be used at no charge 
for research and development (non-profi t) pur-
poses. ATM is an abbreviation of Asynchro-
nous Transfer Mode and is a communication 
system that audio/visual and computer data, 
etc. are split into small 53 byte cells and trans-
mitted. 

The 4K1K camera was installed in a loca-
tion where it could capture the entire National 
Stadium football pitch, as shown in Fig. 9. In 
this communications experiment a football 
match between U-23 Japan and U-23 New Zea-
land was transmitted live as shown in Fig. 10. 
This transmission experiment was carried out 
with full support and cooperation of the Ka-
sumigaoka National Stadium, Japan Football 
Association, J. LEAGUE Film and TAO. 

In addition, using the same equipment, on 
January 1, 2001, the fi rst day of the fi rst year 
of the 21st century, the National Stadium and 

3 Ultra-high defi nition image 
transmission

3.1 Low delay MPEG codec system
The NICT has developed the low delay 

MPEG codec system, as shown in Fig. 8, as an 
HD (Hi-Vision) video transmission system. 
MPEG-2 is the standard coding method for HD 
image transmission. An issue for MPEG-2 was 
the reduction of the processing time (delay) re-
quired for encoding. This system has reduced 
the time required to encode to MPEG-2 to the 
top level of 180 msec. The transmission rate 
can be selected from 22.5, 45, 60 and 120 
Mbps. 

MPEG is an abbreviation of Moving Pic-
tures Experts Group and is a standard compres-
sion technology for digital video. There are sev-
eral formats such as MPEG-1 at 1 ~ 1.5 Mbps 
data transfer speeds which is aimed at storage 
on CD-ROMs, MPEG-2 at 4 ~ 70 Mbps data 
transfer speeds which is aimed at high quality 
digital broadcasts etc. and MPEG-4 which is 
aimed at low speed communications methods 
such as telephones, etc. 

3.2 4K1K image transmission
In order to evaluate the performance of the 

4K1K cameras, 4K1K projectors and low delay 

Low delay MPEG codec systemFig.8
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sion experiment of Emperor’s Cup Football to 
multiple points, from National Stadium to the 
University of Tokyo Hongo Campus, the Com-
munications Research Laboratory headquarters 
(Koganei City), and Keihanna over long dis-
tances [10].  

3.3 4K2K image transmission
In order to evaluate the performance of the 

4K2K cameras, 4K2K projectors and low delay 
MPEG codec systems, verifi cation communi-
cation experiments were carried out using com-
binations of these systems. MPEG codec sys-
tems (HD transmission systems) were used in 4 
series parallel. We succeeded in long distance 
transmission of live 4K2K images (between 
Tokyo/Kashima and Kyoto) to split 8 million 
pixel 4K2K ultra-high defi nition image into 4.

MPEG-2 is the standard coding method for 

NICT Keihanna Human Info-Communications 
Research Center were connected via JGN and 
4K1K live image transmission experiment 
was carried out, resulting in successful long 
distance transmission as shown in Fig. 11. 
We succeeded in live 4K1K image transmis-

4K1K live image transmitted to the NICT (Koganei City)Fig.10

4K1K live image transmitted to Keihanna (1st day of the 1st year of the 21st century)Fig.11

4K1K camera installed at National StadiumFig.9
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inserted into each sub image and “time-stamp 
synchronized parallel transmission” was com-
mon for eliminating this lag. In this method it is 
required to insert additional time data into each 
image’s data, making the transmission system 
more complicated. 

In recent years networks have become fast-
er, and quality has drastically improved, and 
delay lag in transmission routes and transmis-
sion devices has become much less signifi cant. 
The ATM transmission method in particular 
has very little transmission delay variation. 
Based on this background, as shown in Fig. 12, 

HD image transmission. As shown in Fig. 12, 
for this experiment an 8 million pixel (3,840 by 
2,048) image was split into 4 sub images (HD 
equivalent) and transmitted in 4 series parallel 
using MPEG-2 codec systems in 4 sets parallel. 
However if parallel transmission was simply 
used on its own, transmission delay would 
cause “lag” between each sub image. In con-
ventional parallel transmission time data was 

Synchronized buffered parallel trans-
mission method

Fig.12 2 4K2K cameras installed in Kashima 
Stadium

Fig.13

4K2K live image transmitted to Keihanna Fig.14
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Multi-channel video codec system based 
on PC cluster

Fig.15

ization by related businesses also continues to 
progress. It is the natural next step that research 
and development of “3D 4K ultra-high defi ni-
tion image technologies” based on the complet-
ed “2D 4K image technologies” is launched. 
These 3D 4K ultra-high defi nition images will 
be referred to as 4K3D images in this paper. 
The NICT is also working on these 4K3D im-
age technologies. The details and results of this 
research and development will be reported 
herein. 

2010 has been called “the fi rst year of 3D”. 
This is the year that 3D televisions began to be 
sold. The practical, commercialized 3D televi-
sions are 3D high defi nition, that is to say, 
based on 2K3D technologies. In the future this 
stereo 3D image technology (with glasses) will 
likely progress to 4K3D and 8K3D. The ulti-
mate 3D image technology will be a technolo-
gy which approaches and surpasses human vi-
sual limits.

4.2 Multi-channel video codec system
The NICT is working on research and de-

velopment of multi-channel video codec sys-
tems using multiple PCs (PC cluster). These 
codec systems can encode, decode and transmit 
HD images on a single pair of PCs as shown in 
Fig. 15. These are referred to as 1 channel (1 
pair of PCs). In addition images can be trans-
mitted with synchronization among channels. 
Specifi cally, when using a multi-channel video 
codec system to transmit 4K images, the 4K 
image is 4 screens worth of HD images, so syn-
chronized transmission can be carried out on 4 
channels (4 pairs of PCs). In addition, when 

a “synchronized buffering system” which tem-
porarily stored images was used to absorb and 
synchronize any lag on each image on the 
premise that a maximum of approximately 1 
frame lag per each image data occurs. Using 
this buffer, it is not necessary to insert time or 
other additional data in each image data and the 
transmission system is drastically simplifi ed 
compared to conventional methods. In addi-
tion, “uncompression among frames”, which 
has little variance in encoding processing time, 
was selected in the MPEG-2 encoding modes. 
A synchronized buffered parallel transmission 
method was developed to combine this uncom-
pression with the “synchronized video frame 
buffer”. This method worked successful in the 
transmission experiments of live 4K2K ultra-
high defi nition images.

As shown in Fig. 13, 4K2K cameras were 
installed in the National Stadium and Kashima 
Soccer Stadium. Then each stadium and the 
NICT Keihanna Human Info-Communications 
Research Center were connected at ATM 
600Mbps using the gigabit network (JGN) and 
4K2K ultra-high defi nition images of football 
matches were transmitted live to Keihanna as 
shown in Fig. 14. These 4K2K image transmis-
sion experiments used live images of the fol-
lowing football matches and evaluation and 
verifi cation experiments were carried out. 
(1) National Stadium: March 1, 2003 (Sat.) 

Xerox Super Cup Jubilo Iwata – Kyoto 
Purple Sanga

(2) Kashima Stadium: March 22, 2003 (Sat.) 
J1 League Opening Match Kashima Ant-
lers – Urawa Reds

4 Ultra-high defi nition three-
dimensional image technology

4.1 4K3D ultra-high defi nition three-
dimensional image technology

4K ultra-high defi nition image technolo-
gies continue to near completion through the 
accumulation of technologies contributed by 
related research organizations and businesses 
over long years (approximately 10 years). In 
addition, practical application and commercial-
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and to increase the compression ratio as 
such. 

4.3 4K3D camera
In 2010, as shown in Fig. 16, we developed 

and produced stereo 3D 4K ultra-high defi ni-
tion video camera system prototype using 2 
4K2K camera systems. JVC products were 
used for the 4K2K cameras. These cameras al-
low to synchronize each other and to capture 
4K3D images in real time.

The interval, angles etc. of the 2 cameras 
can be freely set and adjusted as shown in 
Fig. 17. The camera interval can be reduced 
to approximately 7cm by making the cameras’ 
thickness as thin  as possible. This is approxi-
mately the same as the 6.5cm spacing between 
human’s eyes enable to display natural 3D im-

transmitting 4K3D images, the 4K3D images 
are 8 screens worth of HD images, so synchro-
nized transmission can be carried out on 8 
channels (8 pairs of PCs). Thus, the multi-
channel video codec system gives excellent 
scalability. 

The transmission protocol is based on UDP. 
UDP is an abbreviation of User Datagram Pro-
tocol and is one of the protocols commonly 
used on the internet. Different from TCP, the 
data transfer rate is high speed, but does not 
detect or correct packet loss or data errors. “A 
UDP packet optimization control system” 
based on UDP has been newly developed for 
the multi-channel video codec system.

The UDP packet optimization control sys-
tem is a technology which takes advantage of 
the high speed of UDP while maintaining trans-
mission loss (packet loss), which is a major ob-
stacle to video transmission, as close to 0 as 
possible. This system made them possible to 
stably transmit a large amount of ultra-high 
defi nition image data and to minimize packet 
loss by optimally controlling packet size and 
packet delivery timing within milliseconds. 
(1/1 millionth of a second).

The major characteristics of this multi-
channel video codec system are as follows. 
(1) It is an all software codec (PC codec). This 

software is an original creation of the 
NICT. Enable to transmit ultra-high defi ni-
tion images and 3D images on the PC 
(Windows) only.

(2) Little degradation in the synchronization 
function of the multi-channel video codec 
even if the number of channels is greatly 
increased. Able to transmit multi-view 3D 
images (“glassless 3D images”) which re-
quire tens to hundreds of channels.

(3) “UDP packet optimization control meth-
od” allowed the codec to realize both low 
delay transmission (delay of approximate-
ly 200 milliseconds) and extremely low 
packet loss.

(4) JPEG is used for the image coding system. 
Hereafter there are plans to make the sys-
tem compatible with multiple coding for-
mats including an original coding format 

4K3D cameraFig.16

Camera rig (adjustable interval and angle)Fig.17
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(1) 3D video processing unit (Main unit)
 This is a device which connects directly to 

4K3D camera systems, 4K3D image re-
cording and replaying units and other 
equipment and converts 4K3D image data 
signals to display format data in real-time. 

(2) Ultra-high defi nition image display unit
 This is a 56 inch liquid crystal display sys-

tem which displays the left and right eye 
4K images at specifi c timings. Images for 
both right and left are shown at 30 frames 
per second each. 

(3) Recording and replaying unit

ages to the eyes. The frame rate is compatible 
with both 30 and 60 frames per second. In addi-
tion, the camera is also equipped with HD-SDI 
image interfaces.

4.4 4K3D liquid crystal display
In 2010, as shown in Fig. 18, a stereo 3D 

4K ultra-high defi nition image liquid crystal 
display system was developed and produced. 
This 4K3D liquid crystal display system can be 
directly connected to the 4K3D camera system. 
This system consists of the following equip-
ment as shown in Fig. 19. 

4K3D liquid crystal display system overall structure diagramFig.19

4K3D liquid crystal display system (56 inches screen)Fig.18
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We worked on the basic evaluation experi-
ments of the multi-channel video codec system 
by changing transmission parameters and com-
pression rates. 

4.6 4K image transmission experiment 
utilizing satellite WINDS

On July 3, 2010 (Sat.), we also succeeded 
in transmitting live 2D 4K images to combine 
the multi-channel video codec system and 
the Wideband Inter-Networking engineering 
test and Demonstration Satellite (WINDS). 
A transmission route was the mobile antenna 
station at the NICT Kashima Space Research 
Center (Ibaraki Prefecture Kashima City) 
→WINDS→Kashima Center terrestrial an-
tenna. 4 channels of the multi-channel video 
codec system were used to transmit live 4K 
images. The bandwidth used at this time was 
approximately 90Mbps. 

WINDS was put into orbit by an H-II A 
rocket on February 23, 2008. Its missions are to 
establish gigabit class ultra-high speed satellite 

 This is a hard disc recorder which records 
and plays back 4K3D image data in real-
time.

(4) LCD shuttering glasses
 LCD Glasses switch the images between 

the left and right eyes by shutting the im-
ages alternately. 

4.5 4K3D image transmission 
experiment

We succeeded in the world’s fi rst live trans-
mission of 4K3D ultra-high defi nition 3D im-
ages using multi-channel video codec systems. 
On July 6, 2010 (Tue.), as shown in Fig. 20, the 
NICT Kashima Space Research Center (Ibara-
ki Prefecture Kashima City) and Keihanna Re-
search Laboratories (Kyoto Prefecture Keihan-
na Science City) were connected using the 
“JGN2 plus” research and development broad-
band network, and 4K3D live images were suc-
cessfully transmitted using 8 channels of the 
multi-channel video codec systems. The band-
width used at this time was 200 ~ 300Mbps. 

4K3D live image transmission experimentFig.20
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conducted open verifi cation experiments to 
transmit live 4K ultra-high defi nition images of 
the Emperor’s Audience Hall restored from the 
Nara Prefectural Ruins of Heijo Palace using 
the multi-channel video codec system and the 
WINDS shown in Fig. 21. A large number of 
average people in the metropolitan area were 
able to enjoy the reality enhanced experience 
of the Commemorative Events for the 1300th 
Anniversary of Nara Heijo-kyo Capital. 

5 Conclusion

The NICT has conducted research and de-
velopment on 4K ultra-high defi nition image 

communication technologies, to promote the 
use of satellites, and to overcome the Asia/Pa-
cifi c region digital divide. The WINDS has 
been in constant operation since June 30, 2008. 
Its satellite communication capability is a max-
imum of 155 Mbps mesh connection transmis-
sion if very small aperture terminals are used 
and the world’s fastest speed of 1.2 Gbps trans-
mission if bent pipe mode satellite relay mode 
of 1.1 GHz bandwidth is used.

Following up on the successful results of 
these early July experiments, during open 
houses at the NICT headquarters (Koganei 
City, July 24 (Sat.)) and Kashima Space Re-
search Center (July 31 (Sat.)) facilities, we 

4K2D live image transmission experiment utilizing WINDSFig.21
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technologies and transmission technologies  
for long years since 1997. One of the major re-
sults (goals) of this project has been the com-
pletion of 4K3D ultra-high defi nition 3D image 
technologies and transmission technologies. 
Hereafter, research and development of appli-
cations based on these 4K and 4K3D image 
technologies will likely become more impor-
tant. In particular, research and development in 
promotion of practical “reality-enhanced space 
merging communication” will like continue to 
develop. The 4K and 4K3D image technolo-
gies will likely become one of the core tech-
nologies to merge reality-enhanced spaces and 
environments between remote sites.
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